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saints in the culture war
frederick mark gedicks

recent political developments in the united statesfindstates pindfind latter day saints in
an isolated but distinctive position aligned with neither the religious right
nor the progressive left

the first world war featured the germans stalematedstalemated across from the
french and british along a six hundhundredred- mile front that ran from the bel
gian coast all the way to switzerland separated at crucial spots by only a
few hundred yards the armies on each side dug elaborate systems of
trenches reinforced by timber and sandbagssandbarssandbags to protect against artillery fire
and ringed by barbed wire to thwart infantry charges 1

so effective were those fortifications that for more than two years the
opposing lines moved less than ten miles in either direction artillery bar-
rages and the newly invented machine gun chewed up the sliver of land
separating the armies into a muddy impassable desert devoid of
habitation and vegetation the soldiers called this space no man s land 2

the scarred and forbidding middle ground between two warring
armies is an apt metaphor for the position of latter day saints in contem-
porary cultural conflicts the use of warfare as a metaphor for these
conflicts was popularized by james davison hunter several years ago in his
book culture wars3warsawarsmars 3 according to hunter current cultural conflicts stem
less from denominational differences than from political and social hos-
tility rooted in different systems of moral understanding 1144 on one side are
the orthodox cultural traditionalists who are committed to an external
definable and transcendent authority who represent an unchangeable
measure of value that tells us what is good what is true how we should
live and who we are 1351155 on the other side are progressivesprogress ives cultural liberals
with a libertarian social agenda defined by a spirit of rationalism and sub-
jectivism 1I6 their first instinct is not to affirm traditional ludeo christian
beliefs like the traditionalists but to reinterpret them according to the
prevailing assumptions of contemporary lifeilfelife7lifee117

these cultural attitudes cut across denominational lines 8 the ortho-
dox wings of different denominations often have more in common politi-
cally with each other than they do with their more liberal brothers and
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sisters within the faith 9 the result is the drawing of political battle lines on
the basis of cultural attitudes rather than denominational beliefs

As support for his thesis hunter cites among other evidence the
extent to which latter day saints have been drawn into political coopera-
tion with conservative christians in recent years 010O here hunter echoes
dean kelley who nearly twenty years earlier linked latter day saints with
fundamentalist and evangelical protestants as examples of the dynamic
growth of conservative religion I111I1

of course on cultural issues there is little question that latter day
saints are closer to the orthodox right than the progressive left latter
day saint beliefs and practices include a traditional allocation of gender
roles within a two parent family 12 a moral code that forbids all extra-
marital sexual relations 13 a law of health that prohibits consumption of
coffee tea alcohol tobacco and illegal drugs 14 and doctrinal declarations
that abortion 15 and 16 all ofoppose rights15rights same sex marriage virtually
these latter day saint attitudes and practices are shared with other conser
vativedative christians 17 A moralism that rejects social and individual per-
missivenessmissiveness concludes one study is where mormonscormons and conservative
christians stand 111818on common ground

nevertheless hunter s interpretation of the sources of cultural conflict
oversimplifies the political relationship of latter day saints to other con-
servativeserva tive christians especially conservative protestants notwithstanding
their similar cultural attitudes latter day saints and conservative chris-
tians are divided on at least three important issues first latter day saints
have a historically shaped consciousness of the precariousness of minority
religious status a consciousness that is not generally shared by conservative
christians in the united states second their radically different under-
standing of christianity makes latter day saints a target of criticism and
attacks by more orthodox christians especially fundamentalist and evan-
gelical protestants finally in contrast to the resurgence of conservative
christian activism in the last two decades the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints as an institution has remained largely apolitical since the
i96osig6osigmos the first two of these differences actually place latter day saints as
close to the cultural left as to the cultural right if not closer while the last
places latter day saints outside of the culture war paradigm altogether
all of them suggest that latter day saints should not be uncritically grouped
with conservative christians on cultural issues

minority mentality

the history of violent persecution of their religious forebears is an
integral part of contemporary latter day saint identity virtually every
latter day saint knows the basic story of the mormon expulsion out of
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missouri the assassination of joseph smith the crossing of the frozen mis-
sissippisissippi when the saints were expelled from illinois the suffering and death
along the prairie during the western migration and the extreme hardships
that accompanied the settlement of salt lake valley these events are regu-
larly taught as part of the church s sunday school and youth education
curricula the church commemorates them each year on pioneer day
which celebrates the arrival of the mormon pioneers in the salt lake valley
in 1847 many american latter day saints are descendants of those who
suffered and perished for their faith and the memory of these sacrifices is

kept alive in the telling of family stories 19

for latter day saints then the memory of religious persecution is

vivid and strong it is also unique among american christians no other
christian denomination in the united states not even roman catholics
can lay claim to such a recent and violent legacy of persecution at the hands
or under the eyes of american government authorities

perhaps as a result of their history latter day saints tend to be signifi-
cantly more liberal than conservative christians in their attitudes towards
minorities latter day saints are strongly supportive of broad readings and
applications of first amendment rights exceeding on many issues support
by nearly all other christian denominations including roman catholics
for the protection of civil liberties of unpopular groups 20 studies also
show that latter day saints are significantly more religiously tolerant than
conservative protestants and ironically more tolerant of conservative
protestants than such protestants are of latter day saints 2211 latter day
saints are also more tolerant on racial issues than the conservative protes-

tants in these studies 22 despite the fact that the church did not begin
ordaining african americans to its lay priesthood until 1978 official dec-
larationla 2 LDS congregations are defined strictly by geographic bounda-
ries and thus include all people of any race who live within that area

this relative sensitivity to minority rights is especially evident in the
level and intensity with which latter day saints support legislative initia-
tives that enhance protection of the free exercise rights of members of
minority religions 223 these attitudes are grounded deeply in LDS scripture
particularly in doctrine and covenants 134

although conservative christians support the free exercise of religion
they often allow commitments to other values to override their commit-
ment to the free exercise of religion for religious minorities for example
when the supreme court held in goldman v weinberger that the free exer-
cise clause did not protect an orthodox jewish officer who wished to wear
his yarmulke on duty in violation of air force uniform regulations 24

latter day saints in congress supported by a two to one margin subse-
quent legislation to overturn the decision 25 other conservative christians
were more ambivalent about interfering with military discretion even to
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protect the free exercise of religion conservative protestants concentrated
in the pro defense south generally opposed the legislation and most of
the senate s prominent evangelical protestants voted against it 26

the same pattern emerged with respect to the coalition that lobbied
for the passage of the religious freedom restoration act RFRA RFRA
was designed to reestablish the protective compelling interest test under
the free exercise clause the test that the supreme court had abandoned in
1990 in employment division v smith 2717 the LDS church was a strong
early supporter of RFRA from the beginning of the lobbying effort to
secure its passage through its unsuccessful defense before the supreme
courtincourt in city ofofboerneboerne v flores 28 the church made clear that the basis for
its support was RFRARFMs s protection of the free exercise rights of unconven-
tional religious minorities testifying before congress in support of RFRA
as an official representative of the LDS church elder dallin H oaks linked
the church s support of RFRA directly to its history of persecution I11I

know of no other major religious group in america he declared that has
endured anything comparable to the officially sanctioned persecution that
was imposed upon members of my church by federal state and local gov-
ernment officials 29 elder oaks continued

although my church is now among the five largest churches in america we
were once an obscure and unpopular group whose members repeatedly fell
victim to officially sanctioned persecution because of religious beliefs and
practices we have special reason to call for congress and the courts to
reaffirm the principle that religious freedom must not be infringed unless
this is clearly required by a compelling governmental interest 30

oaks was emphatic that RFRA was needed precisely to protect the rights of
unconventional religious minorities

I1 wish to point out that most of the court cases involving government inter-
ference with religious liberty involve religious practices that appear out of the
ordinary to many by their nature elected officials are unlikely to pass ordi-
nances statutes or laws that interfere with large mainstream religions whose
adherents possess significant political power at the ballot box but political
power or impact must not be the measure of which religious practices can be
forbidden by law the bill of rights protects principles not constituencies
the worshippersworshippers who need its protections are the oppressed minorities not
the influential constituent elements of the majority 31

the reaction of conservative christians to RFRA was somewhat dif-
ferent while RFRA was pending in the early 19gosipposappos it appeared that the
supreme court was poised to overrule roe v wade 32 As a result many
conservative christians such as missouri synod lutheransLutherans and roman
catholics refused to support RFRA for fear that it might create a religion
based statutory right to abortion at the very time that the supreme court
would have eliminated the constitutional basis for abortion rights the
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roman catholics ultimately joined the RFRA coalition but only after the
casey decision in 1992 made it clear that an abandonment of roe was not
forthcoming 33 many conservative protestants were also late in supporting
RFRA judging from their comments in the wake of RFRARFRAs s invalidation
their belated support of RFRA seems to have been motivated less by a
desire to protect religious minorities than by political commitments to
weakening the power of the federal judiciary and relaxing establishment
clause restrictions on government endorsement of religion 34

latter day saints rank protecting the free exercise rights of minority
religions higher perhaps much higher than conservative christians the
LDS church did not allow the risk of creating a statutory abortion right or
of encouraging judicial activism to weaken its support for RFRA although
the LDS church is clearly opposed to abortion and most of its leaders and
members are politically conservative nor did the church see RFRA as a

means of removing constitutional obstacles that prevent government
endorsement of religious practices in spite of the fact that both the leaders
and members of the church are culturally conservative believers

latter day saints were once violently persecuted by the protestant
majority in the united states and remain a minority in every american
state except utah it is no coincidence that they are especially sensitive to
the protection of minority religious freedom despite their general conser-
vatism on cultural issues latter day saint attitudes on religious and other
minorities are significantly different from those of conservative christians
as close to the cultural left as to the cultural right

theological distinctiveness

latter day saints and conservative christians are deeply divided over
at least three fundamental theological issues the nature of god the pri-
macy of the bible as scripture and the relationship of faith and works to
salvation 35 briefly stated latter day saints do not believe in the orthodox
triune god as do conservative protestants and indeed most other chris-
tians 3616 although latter day saints believe in father son and holy ghost
A ofoffF i1 they believe them to be separate beings united in purpose and not

in substance 37 nor do latter day saints believe that the human and the
divine are eternally dlfdifdihdifferentherenferen t 38 as do most other christians 39 lorenzo
snow president of the LDS church at the turn of the century taught that
11 as man now is god once was as god now is man may be 40140 latter day
saints believe that this couplet applies to our heavenly father as well as to
his son jesus christ thus they maintain that the father as well as the son
has a tangible resurrected body4lbody41 and that human beings have the divine
potential to become gods themselves 42

latter day saints do not restrict the scriptural canon to the old and
new testaments as do virtually all other christians in addition to the
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bible latter day saints include the book of mormon and two collections
of the revelations and writings of joseph smith and some of his successor
prophets as scriptural works equal in authority to the words of the bible 43

protestants interpret these additions as a rejection of the principle of sola
scriptorumscriptoriumscrip torum which vests final authority in the word only as it was mani-
fested in the old and new testaments 44 most christians also dispute that
these additions are revelations from god some christians further main-
tain that the latter day saint additions contradict the bible 45 and they
object to the LDS claim that its leaders are living prophets who can
authoritatively interpret scripture 46

in addition latter day saints differ dramatically from conservative
christians in their understanding of the experience of being born again
this experience in which one accepts jesus christ as his or her personal
savior and is thereby saved is central to the religious experience of evan-
gelical protestants 47 for latter day saints however while salvation from
death is a free gift to all through the atonement of christ salvation from sin
is available only through repentance forgiveness and obedience to the laws

and ordinances of the gospel A ofoff3offaF 3 in other words spiritual rebirth
is not sufficient by itself for salvation and exaltation but must be combined
with faith and good works 48

these disagreements are not merely minor theoretical details they are
the source of intense animosity by conservative protestant denominations
and many of their members toward latter day saints sociological data
shows that conservative protestants are substantially less tolerant of latter
day saints than they are of any other christian group the social distance
of conservative protestants from roman catholics is considerably less
than that from mormonscormonsMormons though catholics constitute the second least
desirable group for the conservatives 31491149334949

in fact it was evangelical protestants who supplied the strongest politi-
cal pressure for the antipolygamy laws that nearly destroyed the LDS

church in the late nineteenth century 50 calls by contemporary conserva-
tive protestants for the reestablishment of the united states as a christian
nation have an unsettling resonance to arguments used by the nineteenth
century supreme court to justify dismantling the LDSLIDSliosllos church confiscat-
ing its property and curtailing the civil liberties of its members 51 especially
when conservative protestants continue to be the source of some of the
most vicious attacks on the LDS church and its beliefs and practices 5212

these theological disagreements are also the basis for the persistent
and frustrating accusation that latter day saints are not christians to the
extent that this assertion means that latter day saints do not believe in or
worship christ as the only means of overcoming death and sin it is simply
false 53 some conservative protestants misinterpret latter day saint beliefs
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as rejecting the divinity of jesus christ and diminishing the importance of
his sacrifice on the cross and thereby classify the LDS church as a cult 54

latter day saints do not contest their theological differences with conser-
vative protestants but they resent the way that they are excluded from the
christian mainstream and allocated to the theological fringe with heaven s

gate and the branch davidians their cultural conservatism notwith-
standing the theological ground occupied by latter day saints puts them
in the conservative protestant line of fire

apolitical methods

the last difference I1 will describe between latter day saints and con-
servativeserva tive christians comes from the realm of politics I1 will argue that the
LDSLIDSliosllos church is fundamentally apolitical although I1 need to qualify this
statement somewhat first the LDS church has long been involved in the
state politics of utah and the surrounding rocky mountain states
although somewhat less these days than in the past my argument about
the churchschurche stance of political neutrality applies mainly to national and
international political issues second the contemporary church is far less

political than the church of fifty or even twentyfivetwenty five years ago my argu-
ment focuses on the LDS church of today

even with these qualifications the apolitical stance of the church today
is sometimes more aspirationalaspirational than actual and certainly more aspirationalaspirational
than LDS church leaders sometimes would like the church makes a con-
scious choice to leave local leaders a large amount of discretion in interpret-
ing and applying church policy occasionally that discretion is abused there
are doubtless examples of LDS bishops and stake presidents whose actions are
inconsistent with the description I1 will make I1 maintain however that these
stand out as exceptions to a general rule of political neutrality

with those qualifications understood one confronts a puzzling
curiosity where are the latter day saints in politics in contrast to liter-
ally hundreds of political action groups sponsored by roman catholics
protestants and jews there are no such latter day saint groups individual
latter day saints are active in groups sponsored by others especially secu-
lar conservative groups like the american enterprise institute and the heri-
tage foundation when it comes to distinctly latter day saint political
action however there is only the church itself

it is common for priests ministers and rabbis to preach over the pul-
pit about certain political issues especially in an election year churches
and synagogues frequently distribute voter guides in conjunction with
worship services and offer their chapels and buildings for candidate
speeches and debates and other political meetings by contrast the LDS

church instructs its local leaders not to endorse candidates or causes or to
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allow any sort of political activity in LDS meetings or buildings 55 staying
well away from the allowable lobbying limits permitted of tax exempt
organizations since 19601960 church leaders have taken care not to disclose
their preferences in presidential and other elections 56 a practice that was
reiterated in 1988 we have no candidates for political office stated the
churchschurche first presidency and we do not undertake to tell people how to
vote 7157115757 when he testified in favor of RFRA elder oaks pointed out how
remarkable it was for a general authority of the LDS church to take a pub-
lic stand in favor of a particular piece of legislation 5818

the LDS church encourages its members to be active in politics and
to vote for those who will most nearly carry out their views of government
and its role 59 but rarely allows any political activity in the churchschurche name
it does take public positions on what it calls moral issues one such pub-
lic position included opposition to the equal rights amendment in the
late 1970s60 these days such statements are limited primarily to opposing
abortion rights same sex marriage legalized gambling euthanasia and
the production and distribution of pornography 61 the church also takes
positions on legislative initiatives such as RFRA that affect the ability of
the church or its members to practice the LDS faith even when taking a

public stand on an issue of morality or the free exercise of religion how-
ever the church generally keeps a low profile often preferring to work
through individual latter day saints and non LDS organizations

the LDS church s narrow and cautious political profile stands in stark
contrast to that of the many conservative christian political action groups
the christian coalition for example has a detailed and comprehensive
political agenda that calls for direct action on a school prayer amendment
to the constitution a private school voucher system balanced budgets
term limits anti euthanasia laws restrictions on the availability of divorce
a nationwide ban on gambling eliminating various federal departments
and agencies eliminating tax penalties on two parent families limiting
access to abortion and pornography privatizingprivat izing public welfare programs
enacting a parental rights act rejecting the united nations convention on
the rights of the child and creating federal incentives for victim restitu-
tion and prisoner work programs 62 gary bauer president of the conser-
vative family research council with aspirations for the united states
presidency has argued that conservative christian beliefs should require
support for expanding NATO rebuilding the US defense resources
including a missile defense system and investigating human rights policies
of chinese companies seeking trade with the united states 116163

of all these conservative christian initiatives the LIDSLDS church has
articulated official policies on only two opposing abortion and euthana-
sia and has taken public positions in support of only two others oppo-
sition to pornography and legalized gambling it has never taken a position
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on the advisability of so central a feature of christian conservatism as a

constitutional amendment to return group prayer to public schools 64

the LDSLIDSliosllos churchschurche low political profile is the result of a clear under-
standing among both leaders and members that nothing should stand in
the way of their fulfilling the primary mission of the church namely to
preach and promote the gospel of jesus christ one group of sociologists
has described latter day saints as possessing an ingrained religious prag-
matism which is preoccupied with expansion of the church as a church
through vigorous internal and external proselytizing 116565 from the stand-
point of the church political activity risks internal divisions among its

members the result warned president spencer W kimball would be

to divert the church from its basic mission of teaching the restored gospel

of the lord to the world 116666

the risks of political activity by the church were evident in its involve-

ment in the equal rights amendment controversy of the late 197osipos the
church formally opposed the ERA fearing that it would take mothers into
the workplace and otherwise undermine the traditional farngarnfamilyilyllyliy 67 the
churchschurche organizational and fundraising efforts were decisive in defeating
ratification in several states but the church s active opposition to the ERA

split the membership 68 As a young law student at that time I1 well remem-
ber the animated arguments in the congregations I1 attended about whether
church leaders were correct to have aligned the church with anti ERA

forces and whether this precluded members from supporting the amend-
ment or indeed required them to oppose it in late 1979 the LDSLIDSliosllos church
excommunicated sonia johnson reportedly for opposition to church lead-

ers which manifested itself in certain feminist and pro ERA statements and
activities this excommunication further fueled divisive arguments among
members and drew intense and generally uncomplimentary media
scrutiny which presumably was detrimental to missionary work 69

the LDSLIDS church s fundamental apoliticality is especially evident out-
side of the united states the church has virtually no public political
profile in foreign countries not even in liberal democracies that guarantee
religious freedom such as japan australia or the countries of the euro-
pean union moreover it never allies itself outside of the united states with
agents of revolution or reform not even in countries saddled with dicta-
torshipstorships or totalitarian regimes 70 the result in some countries is the
embarrassing perception that the church is aligned with oppressive or
reactionary political forces

what matters most to the LDSLIDS church is not the elimination of politi-
cal oppression although it obviously opposes it but the ability of its mis-
sionariessionaries to proselytize and its members to practice the essential elements
of the LDSLIDS faith and implement the churchschurche programs as divinely
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directed acquiescing to the prevailing political order ensures its ability to
carry out this mission with the minimum of government interference

though at the cost of eliminating itself and sometimes its members as a

source of social and political reform 71 it is a cost that the church has long
been willing to pay

for example prior to the fall of the iron curtain the LDS church had
for many years been interested in gaining institutional recognition and
missionary access to the soviet union and its client states in eastern
europe it had a particular interest in east germany proselytizing in the
first half of this century had yielded a large number of german converts

many of whom did not emigrate to the united states 72 when the soviets
partitioned germany after world war 11II thousands of latter day saints
were caught behind the iron curtain without regular supervision and sup-

port of the institutional church 7371

the strategy undertaken by the church to gain admission of its mis-

sionariessionaries and recognition of the church in east germany was a repeated

emphasis on the fact that the church and its members were good citizens

who represented no threat to the communist regime 74 the church used
its apolitical orientation to full advantage emphasizing that it had no
interest in supporting counterrevolution or political reform in east ger-

many but desired only to proselytize and provide funds and other institu-
tional support so that existing latter day saints in east germany would
have the full range of LDS programs and services available to them 75 in the
mid 1970s the church succeeded in obtaining exit visas for east german

latter day saints to attend church conferences in west germany and the
united states76States76 by promising that none of them would defect to the west

the east german saints were instructed that the future activities of the

church in east germany depended on their returning at the conclusion of
the conference all did 77

the church eventually built an extraordinary relationship with the
east german government receiving permission to send american mis-

sionariession aries and to build a number of buildings 778 including a temple
thereby enabling the east german saints to participate in the most sacred

aspect of latter day saint worshipworsh ip 79 in 1988 the church received govern-
ment permission not only to send american missionaries into east ger-

many but to call east germans on missions for up to two years outside
of east germany to argentina canada chile great britain and the
united states 80

the LDS church has for decades consistently followed this accommoaccomma
dationistdat ionist policy all over the world it enjoyed as much growth under right-
ist dictatorships in south america as it has under the liberal democratic
regimes that succeeded them president hinckley during his tour of africa
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in march 1998 issued to the president of ghana who came to power in a

military coup the familiar assurance that latter day saints are good citi-
zens who obey the law A of F 12 and represent no threat to the govern-
ment of their country 818 in contrast to conservative christians who oppose
most favored nation trading status for china as a lever against its persecu-
tion of christians 822 the latter day saints are sending english teachers and
folk dancers to china at their own expense to show the chinese govern-
ment that they have nothing to fear from us

both inside and outside of the united states the LDS church strongly
encourages obedience to the existing political order condemning extrem-
ism at both ends of the political spectrum let no man break the laws of
the land states the LDS doctrine and covenants for he that keepethkeeneth the
laws of god hath no need to break the laws of the land 1883 and just in case

anyone misunderstands that apoliticism the scripture continues where-
fore be subject to the powers that be until he reigns whose right it is to
reign and subdues all enemies under his feet dacd&c 5822 to be sure
latter day saints are not religiously obligated to uphold evil or unjust laws
LDS scripture elsewhere suggests that latter day saints are not required to
sustain governments that do not respect basic human rights 84 still this
situation is viewed as an exception releasing individual members from the
general rule of obedience to and respect for all laws 85 revolutionaries and
activists are rare among the latter day saints and the church itself rarely
deviates from its course of political accommodation in service to its mis-
sion of preaching the gospel

this is not to say that the LDS church is uninterested in changing soci-
ety but only that it is generally uninterested in devoting its resources to
effecting such change through political activism for the LDS church
political change if it is to come about at all will occur indirectly as the re-
sult of the worlds gradual embrace of the fullness of the gospel and the
church is for the most part content to effect that embrace within existing
political and governmental structures

conclusions

latter day saints occupy a no man s land in the culture war they have
little in common with the cultural left beyond a sensitivity to the plight of
minorities and are frequently lumped with conservative christians as tar-
gets of criticism by the left nevertheless the conservative christians that
dominate the cultural right are not as sensitive to the situation of religious
minorities in general and they are intolerant of latter day saints in particu-
lar additionally conservative christians are far more invested than latter
day saints in using the power of government to alter social and cultural
norms so that these norms are more supportive of their religious beliefs
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what difference should all this make I1 draw two conclusions first
the cultural right should not take latter day saint support for granted
in the culture war latter day saints have a fundamentally different nor-
mative conception of church state relations than do conservative chris-
tians they are generally uninterested in reestablishing a christian nation
through political activism especially when the activists most interested in
that project do not consider latter day saints to be christians 86 the sen-
sitivitysitivity of latter day saints to the plight of religious and other minorities in
the united states also makes them unlikely allies for many items of the con
servativeserva tive christian agenda and potential allies on these issues with the cul-
tural left

second latter day saints themselves should be wary of uncritically
adopting the agenda of the cultural right even though they share some cul-
tural attitudes with conservative christians while life for latter day saints
would certainly be easier if society had cultural norms that affirmed our
culturally conservative beliefs instead of undermining them the cultural
norms advanced by conservative christians are not necessarily an im-
provementprovement on the secular status quo for latter day saints secular back-
ground assumptions may well be easier for latter day saints to cope with
than the dangers that would attend government endorsement of conserva
tive christian religion particularly in the public schools it is far from clear
that latter day saint interests are better served by a public morality defined
by a majoritarianmajori tarian religious movement little concerned about minority rights
instead of a secular morality which disdains religion as anachronistic and
irrelevant but which nevertheless is committed to protecting the rights of
religious minorities

in the end the discomfiting reality for latter day saints is that they are
caught out in the open of the culture war not welcomed in the trenches of
either side from the standpoint of the left the sensitivity to minorities
that we share with them is simply not enough to overcome the broad range
of issues on which our views are unquestionably conservative that same
sensitivity to minorities along with theological difference and political
neutrality prevents us from becoming allies of the cultural right

latter day saints occupy the cultural no man s land between left and
right that place is uncomfortable inhospitable and dangerous neverthel-
ess it is where we are and ironically it is where we seem to be thriving

frederick mark gedicks is professor of law J reuben clark law school at
brigham young university this essay is adapted from a lecture presented april 15

1998 at indiana university as part of the religious liberty and first amendment
project of the poynter center for the study of ethics and american institutions
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protection for their families mothers are primarily responsible for the nur-
ture of their children the first presidency and council of the twelve apos-
tles of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the family A
proclamation to the world ensign 25 november 199511021995 102 hereafter cited
as the family

see also darwin L thomas famelyfamilyfamfly life martha nibley beck women roles of
and victor L brown jr men roles of in encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism ed daniel H
ludlow 4 vols new york macmillan 1992 2490 41575 77 2888 go90

13 see for example the family terrance D olsen sexuality in encyclope-
dia ofofmormonismmormonism 3130631306 7

14 see doctrine and covenants 89 joseph lynn lyon word of wisdom in
encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism 41584 85 gordon B hinckley be ye clean ensign 26
Mayimaymaylmayi9964819969964848
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15 the church of jesus christ of latter day saints teaches that abortion is a sinful
practice and instructs its members to consider undergoing an abortion only in cases in
which the mother s life or health is seriously threatened the pregnancy is the result of
rape or incest or the fetus is unlikely to survive birth see mary K beard abortion
in encyclopedia of mormonism 17 see also the family which states we affirm the
sanctity of life and of its importance in god s eternal plan

16 see victor L brown jr homosexuality in encyclopedia of mormonismmormon ism

2655 56 the family 11 which states marriage between a man and a woman is

ordained ofgod gender is an essential characteristic of individual premortal mor-
tal and eternal identity and purpose thetjhetahe sacred powers of procreation are to be
employed only between a man and a woman lawfully wedded as husband and wife

17 see merlin B brinkerhoff jeffery C jacob and marlene M mackie mor-
monism and the moral majority make strange bedfellowsBedfellows an exploratory critique
review of religious research 28 march 1987 236 238 239 armand L mauss assimi-
lation and ambivalence the mormon reaction to americanization dialogue A jour-
nal of mormon thought 22 spring 1998 41 42 wade clark roof and william
mckinney american mainline religion its changing shape and future london rut-
gers university press 1987 212 214

18 brinkerhoffBrinke rhon jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 246
see also albert J menendez evangelicalsEvange licals at the ballot box amherst NY prometheus
books 1996 224 menendez observes that latter day saints and southern baptists
constitute the two most politically conservative religious voting blocs in congress

ig19 see craig L blomberg and stephen E robinson how wide the divide A mor-
mon and an evangelical in conversation downers grove ill111111.ililii intervarsityInterVarsity 1997 13

which states for many latter day saints the expulsions from new york ohio mis-
souri and illinois are not yet ancient history the murders the rapes and the burnings
are still a deeply felt part of our family heritage many still cherish the memory of each
nineteenth century outrage committed against their forebears the religious freedom
restoration act hearing before the committee on the judiciary united states senate one
hundred second congress second session on S 2969 A bill to protect the free exercise of
religion 102ndi02nd cong 35 1993 30 40 statement of dallin H oaks quorum of the
twelve apostles the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in his testimony
elder oaks noted that some of his ancestors immigrated to america as refugees from
religious persecution in their native lands that most of them suffered with the mor
mons in their earliest persecutions and that his third great grandmother who was
among those expelled from missouri and illinois died on the plains of iowa a martyr
to her faith he also noted that his grandfather s oldest sister was sentenced to three
and a half months in the territorial penitentiary for refusing to testify against her hus-
band in a polygamy prosecution 35 36

20 see roof and mckinney american mainline religion 191 95 although latter
day saints are generally more supportive than roman catholics of civil liberties for
unpopular minorities they are slightly less supportive than catholics of civil liberties
for homosexuals 192 93

21 brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 240
242 these authors note however that while mormonscormons appear to be more tolerant of
conservative christians than the conservatives are of them the absolute social distance
scores are still high indicating only a degree of acceptance on the part of mormonscormons for
the conservative christians 242

22 roof and mckinney american mainline religion 197 200 mauss assimila-
tion and ambivalence 39 41 see also LDS church home page myth coconceptionsnceptio ns
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hhttpwwwldsorgen4ttpwww idso rgenergen4 global Mmediamedlaed ia Gguidemythu ide myth coconceptionshtmlncepneep t ionslons h tmltal may 20

1999 which states we repudiate efforts to deny to any person his or her inalienable
dignity and rights on the abhorrent and tragic theory of the superiority of one race or
color over another mauss reports that levels of racial tolerance seem to be somewhat
less among LDS converts than among those raised in the church mauss assimilation
and ambivalence 41 see also brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the
moral majority 238 the results of their study showed that the statement it is a sin to
discriminate against people because of their ethnicity failed to differentiate latter day
saints from conservative protestants and other religious groups

23 see also gary C bryner political teachings in encyclopedia of mormonism
31103 4 bruce R mcconkie A new witness for the articles of faith salt lake city
deseret book 1985 655 57

24 475 US 503 19861986

25 menendez evangelicalsEvange licals at the ballot box 235

26 menendez evangelicalsEvange licals at the ballot box 235

27 494 US 872 019919901990
28 117 sctact 2157 1997

29 the religious freedom restoration act statement ofofdallindallin H oaks 30
30 the religious freedom restoration act statement ofofdallindallin H oaks 32
31 the religious freedom restoration act statement ofofdallinDallin H oaks 31

32 410 US 113 1973

33 see planned parenthood ofotsS E penn v casey 505 US 833 1992

34 for various articles dealing with arguments for and against RFRA and the
political forces behind these arguments see phillip E johnson afterword nexus A
journal of opinion 2 fall 1997 170 173 jay alan sekulow and john tuskey city of
boerne v flores the justices know best nexus A journal of opinion 2 fall 1997 53

supreme court strikes religious freedom restoration act amending the constitu-
tion Is the only way to restore americas religious liberty protections http
wwwccorgpublicationsccnewsccnews97htmlrfra may 20 1999 christian
coalition applauds protection for religious freedom in federal workplace calls for
religious freedom everywhere else too httpwwwccorgpublicationsccnews
ccnews97htmlfedwork may 202019991999

35 the depth of these differences may be more apparent than real conservative
protestants and latter day saints who have attempted genuine conversation about
these issues are often surprised by the amount of theological agreement for example
see blomberg and robinson how wide the divide

36 see for example commission on theology and church relations of the
lutheran church missouri synod A brief statement of the doctrinal portion of
the missouri synod ofgod httpwwwlcmsorgbeliefasp may 13131999igggigge the bap
tistaist faith and message a statement adopted by the southern baptist convention
httpwwwutmedumarhttpwwwutmedumartinareafbcbfm2htmltinareafbcbftn2html may 171999

37 LDS home page core beliefs and doctrines godhead httpwwwldsorg
en4ena global media guidecoreGui deCore beliefs and doctrineshtml may 13 1999 stanley
hauerwas suggested to me that many conservative protestants are actually so focused
on jesus christ to the exclusion of the father and the holy ghost that they may
be closer on this issue to latter day saints than they are to roman catholics and main-
line protestants

38 see stephen E robinson god the father in encyclopedia of mormonism
2548 49
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39 see for example blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 97 which
states evangelicalsEvange licals are determined to preserve the distinction between the creator
and the creation

40 lorenzo snow quoted in robinson god the father 2549 joseph smith also
taught this doctrine see the king follett discourse in joseph fielding smith
comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 1972 342
345 46 although this teaching has not strictly speaking been canonized it is so
widely accepted by latter day saints that this technical point has become moot
blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 85

41 see doctrine and covenants 13022 robinson god the father 2548
42 see robinson god the father 2549 the family blomberg and robin-

son how wide the divide 82 which states the soil from which the LDS doctrine of
deification grows is the belief that humans are of the divine species and that the scrip-
tural language of divine paternity is not merely figurative

43 see W D davies and truman G madsen scripture in encyclopedia of
mormonism 31277 robert L millet and noel B reynolds eds latter day christian-
ity ten basic issues provo utah FARMS and religious studies center brigham
young university 1998131998 13 23 article of faith 8 blomberg and robinson how wide
the divide 76

44 jan shipps Is mormonism christian reflections on a complicated ques-
tion BYU studies 33 no 3 1993 447

45 stephen robinson maintains that any such contradictions are not with the bib-
lical text but with the nontextual creeds through which other christians read the text
blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 596059 60

46 blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 76

47 see brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority
238 shipps Is mormonism christian 454

48 see ed J pinegar born of god and alma P burton salvation in ency-
clopediaclopedia of mormonism 1218 19 31256 57 see also dallin H oaks born of god
ensign 28 may 1998 56 57 millet and reynolds latter day christianity 35 39

49 brinkerhoff jacobs and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 240
data citations omitted from quotation

50 see for example james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter
day saints 2dad ed salt lake city deseret book 1992 401 2 leonard J arrington and
davis bitton the mormon experience A history of the latter day saints new york
alfred A knopf 19791771979 177 8080 john T noonan jr the end of free exercise depaul
law review 42 1992 580580

51 these similarities are illustrated by a comparison of late corp of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints v united states 136 US i1 48 49 1889 and davis v
beason 133 US 333333341345330041345341 345 1889 with the statements from three recent communica-
tions coral ridge presbyterian church communicator http38241http3824i1702commu1702commu
nicatorjunejulyralphhtm april 61998 james dobson family news from dr james
dobson focus on the family newsletter june 19963 4 summit ministries the role of
the bible and christianity in america may 202019991999 httpwwwchhttpwwwchristiananswersnetristiaaristia nanswersnowers net
sumsummitamersummitmitamermetamermi tameramer herhtmlamer HHERER 14 in late corp v united states the court
ruled that plural marriage is a crime against the laws and abhorrent to the sentiments
and feelings of the civilized world a barbarous practice contrary to the spirit of
christianity and of the civilization which christianity has produced in the western
world and in davis v beason that by threatening monogamous marriage the
union for life of one man and one woman in the holy estate of matrimony bigamy
and polygamy are crimes by the laws of all civilized and christian countries these
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arguments are similar to contemporary conservative christian calls for a christian
nation see for example coral ridge presbyterian communicator which states
churches today are obligated to seek to overturn the sinful nature of our land and the

world and discover the truth of what our founding fathers started a christian
nation see also dobson who quotes john jay it is the duty of our christian nation
to select and prefer christians for their rulers dobson also quotes justice david
brewer this is a religious people this is historically true from the discovery of this
continent to the present hour there is a single voice making this affirmation we
find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth these and many other mat-
ters which might be noticed add a volume of unofficial declarations to the mass of
organic utterances that this is a christian nation compare also the following state-
ment made by summit ministries when one examines history one cannot avoid
the conclusion that america was founded on christian principles and the assumption
that her citizenry would adhere to those same principles

52 see generally mauss assimilation and ambivalence 6060 61

53 see robert L millet jesus christ in encyclopedia of mormonism 2724 26

see also dallin H oaks have you been saved ensign 28 may 1998 55

54 see shipps Is mormonism christian 455 56 461 62

55 see political neutrality and nonusenon use of church buildings first presidency
letter june 9919881988 reprinted in encyclopedia of mormonism 41733

56 see david B magleby contemporary american politics in encyclopedia of
mormonism 31107

57 political neutrality and nonusenon use of church buildings 41733
58 dallindahin H oaks has said

As a general rule our church does not take positions on specific legislative
initiatives pending in congress or state legislatures our action in this matter
is an exception to this rule it underscores the importance we attach to this
congressional initiative to restore to the free exercise of religion what a

divided supreme court took away in employment division v smith the
religious freedom restoration act statement of dallin H oaks 30

59 political neutrality and nonusenon use of church buildings 41734
6060 see robert gottlieb and peter wiley americas saints the rise of mormon

power new york putnam 1984 200 10 magleby contemporary american poli-

tics 3110831108
61 see spencer W kimballKimbafl A report and a challenge ensign 6 november

1976 6 first presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints to general
authorities regional representatives stake mission and district presidents temple
presidents bishops and branch presidents february i1 1994 patty henetz LDS cash
carries gay marriage fight mormon church has spent iili1.111 million on ballotbailot battles
in hawaii and alaska salt lake tribune october 26199826 1998 ai church opposes gov-
ernment sponsored gambling ensign 16 november 1986 104 LDS council
opposes oregon measure deseret news october 81994 a8aa first presidency calls
for fight against pornography obscenity improvement era 69 april 1966 264

62 mark J rozell and clyde wilcox conclusion the christian right in cam-
paign 96 in god at the grass roots 1996 the christian right in the american elections
ed mark J rozell and clyde wilcox lanham md rowman and littlefield 1997 255

260 ralph reed active faith new york free press 1996 192

63 jessica lee religious right leader sets foreign policy goals USA today
april 141419981998 6aaa
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64 robert E riggs governgovernmentment sponsored prayer in the classroom dialogue
A journal of mormon thought 18 fall 1985 43 44 52

65 brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 243
66 spencer W kimball edward L kimball ed the teachings of spencer W

kimball salt lake city bookcraft 198211982 407 quoted in riggs government spon-
sored prayer in the classroom 52

67 see gottlieb and wiley america s saints 203 4 magleby contemporary
american politics 31108

68 allenalienailen and leonard story of the latter day saints 659 gottlieb and wiley
america s saints 28 204 6

69 gottlieb and wiley americaamericass saints 27 28 206206 9

70 mcconkie A new witnesswitnessforfor the articles of faith 683 96
71 see brinkerhoff jacob and mackie moralism and the moral majority 244
72 see thomas S monson faith rewarded A personal account of prophetic

promises to the east german saints salt lake city deseret book 19961321996 132 thomas S

monson the church in a changing world provo utah brigham young university
1989 4 garold N davis and norma S davis comps and trans behind the iron cur-
tain provo utah BYU studies 1996 ix xiv

73 see monson faith rewarded 12 monson church in a changing world 5

74 see for example monson faith rewarded 6060133133

75 see monson faith rewarded 53 84 113126 monson church in a changing
world 11 14

76 monson faith rewarded 19 20 49 83

77 see monson faith rewarded 26 27
78 see monson faith rewarded 63134 3513935 log

79 monson faith rewarded 70 72 73 88 monson church in a changing world
9 10

8080 see monson faith rewarded 158 59 monson church in a changing world
12 14

81 steve fidel pres hinckley announces plans for first W africa temple
deseret news february 161998 aial

82 see for example christian coalition opposes MFN for china http
wwwccorgpublicationsccnewsccnews97htmlmfn may 21 1997 christian
coalition to include MFN vote in its 1997 congressional scorecard family group
opposes renewal of MFN for china httpwwwccorgpublicationsccnews
ccnews97htmlmfnscore june 231997

83 doctrine and covenants 5821 see also articles of faith 12 which states we
believe in being subject to kings presidents rulers and magistrates in obeying honor-
ing and sustaining the law

84 see doctrine and covenants 1345 which states we believe that all men are
bound to sustain and uphold the respective governments in which they reside while
protected in their inherent and inalienable rights by the laws ofsuchof sucksuch governments and that
sedition and rebellion are unbecoming every citizen thus protected and should be pun-
ished accordingly italics added

85 see for example doctrine and covenants 1341 which states we believe that
governments were instituted of god for the benefit of man and that he holds men
accountable for their acts in relation to them both in making laws and administering
them for the good and safety of society

86 see W cole durham jr church and state in encyclopedia of mormonism
1281 82


